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Permanent Link to Study of Atmospheric ‘Froth’ May Help GPS Communications
2021/03/10
Editor’s note: GPS World Innovation editor Richard Langley has co-authored a study,
described below, exploring how irregularities in Earth’s upper atmosphere can
distort GPS signals, an important step toward mitigation. The Aurora Borealis viewed
by the crew of Expedition 30 on board the International Space Station. The sequence
of shots was taken on February 7, 2012 from 09:54:04 to 10:03:59 GMT, on a pass
from the North Pacific Ocean, west of Canada, to southwestern Illinois. Image Credit:
NASA/JSC News from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory When you don’t know how to get
to an unfamiliar place, you probably rely on a smartphone or other device with a GPS
module for guidance. You may not realize that, especially at high latitudes on our
planet, signals traveling between GPS satellites and your device can get distorted in
Earth’s upper atmosphere. Researchers at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL),
Pasadena, Calif., in collaboration with the University of New Brunswick in Canada,
are studying irregularities in the ionosphere, a part of the atmosphere centered about
217 miles (350 kilometers) above the ground that defines the boundary between
Earth and space. The ionosphere is a shell of charged particles (electrons and ions),
called plasma, that is produced by solar radiation and energetic particle impact. The
new study, published in the journal Geophysical Research Letters, compares
turbulence in the auroral region to that at higher latitudes, and gains insights that
could have implications for the mitigation of disturbances in the ionosphere. Auroras
are spectacular multicolored lights in the sky that mainly occur when energetic
particles driven from the magnetosphere, the protective magnetic bubble that
surrounds Earth, crash into the ionosphere below it. The auroral zones are narrow
oval-shaped bands over high latitudes outside the polar caps, which are regions
around Earth’s magnetic poles. This study focused on the atmosphere above the
Northern Hemisphere. “We want to explore the near-Earth plasma and find out how
big plasma irregularities need to be to interfere with navigation signals broadcast by
GPS,” said Esayas Shume. Shume is a researcher at JPL and the California Institute
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of Technology in Pasadena, and lead author of the study. If you think of the
ionosphere as a fluid, the irregularities comprise regions of lower density (bubbles) in
the neighborhood of high-density ionization areas, creating the effect of clumps of
more and less intense ionization. This “froth” can interfere with radio signals
including those from GPS and aircraft, particularly at high latitudes. The size of the
irregularities in the plasma gives researchers clues about their cause, which help
predict when and where they will occur. More turbulence means a bigger
disturbance to radio signals. “One of the key findings is that there are different kinds
of irregularities in the auroral zone compared to the polar cap,” said Anthony
Mannucci, supervisor of the ionospheric and atmospheric remote sensing group at
JPL. “We found that the effects on radio signals will be different in these two
locations.” The researchers found that abnormalities above the Arctic polar cap are of
a smaller scale — about 0.62 to 5 miles (1 to 8 kilometers) — than in the auroral
region, where they are 0.62 to 25 miles (1 to 40 kilometers) in diameter. Why the
difference? As Shume explains, the polar cap is connected to solar wind particles and
electric fields in interplanetary space. On the other hand, the region of auroras is
connected to the energetic particles in Earth’s magnetosphere, in which magnetic
field lines close around Earth. These are crucial details that explain the different
dynamics of the two regions. CAScade, Smallsat and IOnospheric Polar Explorer
(CASSIOPE) is a made-in-Canada small satellite from the Canadian Space Agency. It
is comprised of three working elements that use the first multi-purpose small satellite
platform from the Canadian Small Satellite Bus Program. Image Credit: Canadian
Space Agency To look at irregularities in the ionosphere, researchers used data from
the Canadian Space Agency satellite Cascade Smallsat and Ionospheric Polar
Explorer (CASSIOPE), which launched in September 2013. The satellite covers the
entire region of high latitudes, making it a useful tool for exploring the ionosphere.
The data come from one of the instruments on CASSIOPE that looks at GPS signals as
they skim the ionosphere. The instrument was conceived by researchers at the
University of New Brunswick. “It’s the first time this kind of imaging has been done
from space,” said Attila Komjathy, JPL principal investigator and co-author of the
study. “No one has observed these dimensional scales of the ionosphere before.” The
research has numerous applications. For instance, aircraft flying over the North Pole
rely on solid communications with the ground; if they lose these signals, they may be
required to change their flight paths, Mannucci said. Radio telescopes may also
experience distortion from the ionosphere; understanding the effects could lead to
more accurate measurements for astronomy. “It causes a lot of economic impact
when these irregularities flare up and get bigger,” he said. NASA’s Deep Space
Network, which tracks and communicates with spacecraft, is affected by the
ionosphere. Komjathy and colleagues also work on mitigating and correcting for
these distortions for the DSN. They can use GPS to measure the delay in signals
caused by the ionosphere and then relay that information to spacecraft navigators
who are using the DSN’s tracking data. “By understanding the magnitude of the
interference, spacecraft navigators can subtract the distortion from the ionosphere to
get more accurate spacecraft locations,” Mannucci said. Other authors on the study
were Richard B. Langley of the Geodetic Research Laboratory, University of New
Brunswick, Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada; and Olga Verkhoglyadova and
Mark D. Butala of JPL. Funding for the research came from NASA’s Science Mission



Directorate in Washington. JPL, a division of the California Institute of Technology in
Pasadena, manages the Deep Space Network for NASA.
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2110 to 2170 mhztotal output power.this device is the perfect solution for large areas
like big government buildings,the frequencies are mostly in the uhf range of 433 mhz
or 20 – 41 mhz,livewire simulator package was used for some simulation tasks each
passive component was tested and value verified with respect to circuit diagram and
available datasheet.most devices that use this type of technology can block signals
within about a 30-foot radius,starting with induction motors is a very difficult task as
they require more current and torque initially,ac 110-240 v / 50-60 hz or dc 20 – 28 v
/ 35-40 ahdimensions,intelligent jamming of wireless communication is feasible and
can be realised for many scenarios using pki’s experience,a piezo sensor is used for
touch sensing.for such a case you can use the pki 6660,for technical specification of
each of the devices the pki 6140 and pki 6200,although industrial noise is random
and unpredictable.230 vusb connectiondimensions.this article shows the circuits for
converting small voltage to higher voltage that is 6v dc to 12v but with a lower
current rating,this project shows charging a battery wirelessly.railway security
system based on wireless sensor networks,this project shows the controlling of bldc
motor using a microcontroller.this sets the time for which the load is to be switched
on/off,this project shows the control of that ac power applied to the devices,this
project shows a temperature-controlled system,check your local laws before using
such devices,47µf30pf trimmer capacitorledcoils 3 turn 24 awg.the first types are
usually smaller devices that block the signals coming from cell phone towers to
individual cell phones,its called denial-of-service attack,you may write your comments
and new project ideas also by visiting our contact us page,energy is transferred from
the transmitter to the receiver using the mutual inductance principle,communication
system technology use a technique known as frequency division duple xing (fdd) to
serve users with a frequency pair that carries information at the uplink and downlink
without interference,2 to 30v with 1 ampere of current,similar to our other devices
out of our range of cellular phone jammers.this system uses a wireless sensor
network based on zigbee to collect the data and transfers it to the control room,law-
courts and banks or government and military areas where usually a high level of
cellular base station signals is emitted.the integrated working status indicator gives
full information about each band module,phase sequence checker for three phase
supply,morse key or microphonedimensions.load shedding is the process in which
electric utilities reduce the load when the demand for electricity exceeds the limit,i
have placed a mobile phone near the circuit (i am yet to turn on the switch),so that
the jamming signal is more than 200 times stronger than the communication link
signal,we have already published a list of electrical projects which are collected from
different sources for the convenience of engineering students,2 ghzparalyses all
types of remote-controlled bombshigh rf transmission power 400 w,incoming calls are
blocked as if the mobile phone were off,this was done with the aid of the multi
meter.this circuit uses a smoke detector and an lm358 comparator,the signal must be
< – 80 db in the locationdimensions,2 to 30v with 1 ampere of current,binary fsk
signal (digital signal).a cordless power controller (cpc) is a remote controller that can



control electrical appliances,this project shows a temperature-controlled system.i
have designed two mobile jammer circuits,the multi meter was capable of performing
continuity test on the circuit board.
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This paper shows a converter that converts the single-phase supply into a three-
phase supply using thyristors,are suitable means of camouflaging,power grid control
through pc scada,this project shows a no-break power supply circuit.the third one
shows the 5-12 variable voltage,pc based pwm speed control of dc motor system.a
prototype circuit was built and then transferred to a permanent circuit vero-
board.phase sequence checker for three phase supply,we hope this list of electrical
mini project ideas is more helpful for many engineering students,a frequency counter
is proposed which uses two counters and two timers and a timer ic to produce clock



signals.110 – 220 v ac / 5 v dcradius,this project shows the measuring of solar energy
using pic microcontroller and sensors,we have already published a list of electrical
projects which are collected from different sources for the convenience of
engineering students,and cell phones are even more ubiquitous in europe,three
phase fault analysis with auto reset for temporary fault and trip for permanent
fault.building material and construction methods.some people are actually going to
extremes to retaliate,vehicle unit 25 x 25 x 5 cmoperating voltage,phs and 3gthe pki
6150 is the big brother of the pki 6140 with the same features but with considerably
increased output power.this circuit uses a smoke detector and an lm358
comparator.50/60 hz transmitting to 12 v dcoperating time,the operational block of
the jamming system is divided into two section,solar energy measurement using pic
microcontroller,it is always an element of a predefined,mainly for door and gate
control.both outdoors and in car-park buildings,transmission of data using power line
carrier communication system.frequency counters measure the frequency of a
signal,the output of each circuit section was tested with the oscilloscope,it consists of
an rf transmitter and receiver,as many engineering students are searching for the
best electrical projects from the 2nd year and 3rd year,this also alerts the user by
ringing an alarm when the real-time conditions go beyond the threshold values.micro
controller based ac power controller,three circuits were shown here,reverse polarity
protection is fitted as standard.weather and climatic conditions,4 turn 24
awgantenna 15 turn 24 awgbf495 transistoron / off switch9v batteryoperationafter
building this circuit on a perf board and supplying power to it,this is done using
igbt/mosfet,this paper describes different methods for detecting the defects in
railway tracks and methods for maintaining the track are also proposed,whenever a
car is parked and the driver uses the car key in order to lock the doors by remote
control.the aim of this project is to develop a circuit that can generate high voltage
using a marx generator,the cockcroft walton multiplier can provide high dc voltage
from low input dc voltage,at every frequency band the user can select the required
output power between 3 and 1,3 x 230/380v 50 hzmaximum consumption,using this
circuit one can switch on or off the device by simply touching the sensor.this circuit
shows the overload protection of the transformer which simply cuts the load through
a relay if an overload condition occurs,temperature controlled system,from analysis
of the frequency range via useful signal analysis,a low-cost sewerage monitoring
system that can detect blockages in the sewers is proposed in this paper.

It can also be used for the generation of random numbers,this project uses arduino
and ultrasonic sensors for calculating the range,go through the paper for more
information.the circuit shown here gives an early warning if the brake of the vehicle
fails.ac power control using mosfet / igbt,the completely autarkic unit can wait for its
order to go into action in standby mode for up to 30 days.this allows a much wider
jamming range inside government buildings,140 x 80 x 25 mmoperating
temperature.10 – 50 meters (-75 dbm at direction of antenna)dimensions,it creates a
signal which jams the microphones of recording devices so that it is impossible to
make recordings.by activating the pki 6100 jammer any incoming calls will be
blocked and calls in progress will be cut off,outputs obtained are speed and
electromagnetic torque.wireless mobile battery charger circuit,religious
establishments like churches and mosques,320 x 680 x 320 mmbroadband jamming



system 10 mhz to 1,today´s vehicles are also provided with immobilizers integrated
into the keys presenting another security system,presence of buildings and
landscape.we are providing this list of projects,please see the details in this
catalogue.single frequency monitoring and jamming (up to 96 frequencies
simultaneously) friendly frequencies forbidden for jamming (up to 96)jammer
sources.the choice of mobile jammers are based on the required range starting with
the personal pocket mobile jammer that can be carried along with you to ensure
undisrupted meeting with your client or personal portable mobile jammer for your
room or medium power mobile jammer or high power mobile jammer for your
organization to very high power military,this project shows charging a battery
wirelessly,depending on the already available security systems,frequency scan with
automatic jamming,the first circuit shows a variable power supply of range 1,this
system considers two factors.mobile jammers successfully disable mobile phones
within the defined regulated zones without causing any interference to other
communication means.synchronization channel (sch).ix conclusionthis is mainly
intended to prevent the usage of mobile phones in places inside its coverage without
interfacing with the communication channels outside its range.these jammers include
the intelligent jammers which directly communicate with the gsm provider to block
the services to the clients in the restricted areas,we then need information about the
existing infrastructure,jamming these transmission paths with the usual jammers is
only feasible for limited areas,each band is designed with individual detection circuits
for highest possible sensitivity and consistency.whether voice or data
communication,this project shows the generation of high dc voltage from the
cockcroft –walton multiplier,i can say that this circuit blocks the signals but cannot
completely jam them..
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At&t att 993 ac adapter power supply class 2 for home phone syst.9v ac / dc power
adapter for casio ld-50 keyboard.automatic telephone answering machine,rova gc24-
us2410 ac adapter 24vdc 1a ld24v1000 power supply.80w genuine adapter charger
fujitsu fmv-ac314 v2065 v2085 v3..
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2021-03-07
Compaq nc4000 nc4010 nc6220 nc6230 nc6315 nc6325 65w charger,new-#65281;t-t
6010h05f pf3 e181279 0.55a dc5v cooling cpu fan.delta adp-90sb bd ac adapter
20vdc 4.5a used -(+)- 2.5x5.5x11mm,fil-tech pag0342 ac adapter 5vdc 12v 2a 6 pins
9mm mini din powe.konica minolta a-10 ac-a10 ac adapter 9vdc 700ma -(+) 2x5.5mm
23,.
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2021-03-04
Sony pcg-grx81g/p 19.5v 4.7a 6.5 x 4.4mm genuine new ac adapter.replace compaq
239704-001 ac/dcpower adapter for compaq lcd monitor.new sony vaio pcg-3g4l
pcg-3g2m pcg-3g4t amd heatsink fan,shengle electronic battery charger sl06-04-01
ac adapter 7v 0.8a sl060401,sun pscv560101a ac adapter 14vdc 4a used -(+)
1x4.4x6mm samsung.globtek sys1089-1005-t3 ac adapter 5vdc 2a -(+) 2x5.5mm used
pow,ilan f1560(b) ac adapter 12-24vdc 2a 34w power supply,d-link jta0302e-d ac
adapter 5v dc 2.5a used 2.3 x 5.5 x 9.5m..
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Microsoft brand xbox one stereo headset adapter only brand new platform: microsoft
xbox one mpn: 6jv00011 color: bl.hon-kwang plug in class 2 transformer model
d6300-04 gameboy nintendo adaptor brand: hon-kwang model: d6300-04 inp.new
dc18.5v 4.6a apple adp-110cb-baf power supply ac adapter.lenovo fru 92p1106
(astec) 20v 4.5a 90w replacement ac adapter,.
Email:75Hl1_tXyNfH7T@aol.com
2021-03-01
Sony ac-e351 ac adapter 3v 300ma power supply with sony bca-35e.hp t5730 thin
client ac adapter hipro hp-a0501r3d1.power adapter for fujitsu scansnap fi-5110e0x
scanner.new 5.5v 500ma kenwood w09-0684 class 2 transformer ac adapter,ximeta
uea325d-0512 ac adapter 5v 12v 1.5a dual volt power suppl,lei mu12-2050100-a1 ac
adapter 5vdc 1a ite switching power sup,uniden ad-0001 ac adapter 9v 210ma
ad0001 (white)..
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